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Abstract

Wikipedia information is extracted by DBpedia and linked to other web resources

as Linked Open Data, which is an important contribution to the field of semantics.

As part of its internationalisation endeavour, DBpedia now has 20 language chap-

ters that have been mapped to it; nonetheless, there have been very few attempts

from Urdu. This article outlines the procedures and highlights the efforts put for-

ward as the first contribution to the manual creation of Urdu mappings with

DBpedia Ontology classes. Our approach led to an increase in the number of

mapped infoboxes, thus enhancing the DBpedia. The mapping procedure is broken

down into two parts. The infobox template is first mapped to the DBpedia

ontology's relevant class, and then the attributes of the infobox are mapped to the

properties of that class. In addition, alongside other mapped languages, Urdu labels

are included to the description of Ontology classes. We have covered around a

thousand properties and attributes of Urdu with English DBpedia Ontology on

DBpedia mapping server.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In order to organise and extract content from Wikipedia, the DBpedia project started as a community effort. A knowledge graph is used to pre-

sent and make accessible the structured knowledge on DBpedia. A knowledge graph is a kind of data set that organises data into a machine-

readable structure. This structured data not only makes the data machine readable but also make it machine understandable. DBpedia was ini-

tially confined only to the English edition of Wikipedia, but later it integrated information from multiple linguistic versions of Wikipedia via

cross-language links Morsey et al. (2012). The DBpedia knowledge base covers various domains like famous individuals, places, companies,

institutes, and much more. It offers complex and advanced query search utilising the SPARQL query language, in contrast to Wikipedia. In initial

editions of DBpedia, it used to extract structured data and all updates from Wikipedia dumps by the end of every month Morsey et al. (2012).

Modifications made to Wikipedia were not immediately recorded and mapped to DBpedia. This leads to inconsistency in the information given

to the user on both ends until DBpedia completed its dump extraction. This issue was later addressed by using the continuous fetching of

updates from Wikipedia to DBpedia in real time. For example, if any person's personal information is updated in Wikipedia, such as an actor's

new project, this will be updated in DBpedia's database as well. Currently DBpedia automatically updates information whenever there is a

change in Wikipedia.

In web 1.0 and web 2.0 the purpose is to provide user information in a precise, dynamic and interactive manner. Later on, in web 3.0 the

demand is to have a machine understandable data that helps in making web applications as an intelligent application. Virtual assistance (VA) is one
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of the example of intelligent web application. VA assist us in our daily routine and in making the weekly or monthly planners based on events

added in calendar. Availability of structured data in the form of DBpedia helps in the development of web 3.0 based applications. The DBpedia

also preserves Resource Description Framework (RDF) linkages from Wikipedia's extracted content to other external data resources. This helps in

linking DBpedia database to other linked data sets. Machine-decipherable search engines, such as the LodLive browser, can crawl semantics data

via rdfs. Users ask a variety of inquiries, and the results are generated by following the information through rdfs linkages. DBpedia employs the

Foaf (friend of a friend) method of ontology to obtain information fromWikipedia about a person, his friends, relatives, locations, interests, or any-

thing else related to that person's profile.1

Currently, in DBpedia dumps, there are around 100 million RDFs. DBpedia retrieves these triples from multilingual Wiktionaries. It func-

tions as similar to a thesaurus in 171 human and machine languages, including Greek, German, English, and a variety of others2. The

instances or entities used in the DBpedia data sets are represented by classes and properties in the DBpedia ontology. The information and

data from Wikipedia's info-boxes are used to create the ontology.3 Wikipedia maintains a template structure to store its factual and vital

information about the article in the info-boxes. In order to include improvements, DBpedia has released several versions throughout time.

Dbpedia first offered rules and instructions in version 3.2 for manually creating mappings between the info-box data and the ontology clas-

ses. It also addressed a number of problems with Wikipedia's info-box structure, including the existence of several info-boxes with the same

class name, the use of the same name for distinct attributes, and the use of different names for the same kind of characteristics. Additionally,

info-boxes did not follow a uniform format or data-type structure. Due to the aforementioned problems, DBpedia enabled manually

extracting data from info-boxes and mapping that data to the appropriate classes. As a result, DBpedia's data became more organised and

precise than that of Wikipedia. With the release of version 3.5, DBpedia made it possible for the community to contribute by offering map-

ping instructions, allowing them to create the info-box with ontology mapping, and allowing them to edit the already-existing mappings and

classes in the ontology. As a result of more classes and attributes being introduced by other contributors, mapping statistics improved. The

classes in the Dbpedia Ontology are organised in a hierarchical structure of parent classes with sub-classes as of the release of DBpedia ver-

sion 3.7. As a musician, for instance, ‘Michael Jackson’ corresponds to the class ‘Musician,’ which is a subclass of ‘Artist,’ which is a subclass

of ‘Person,’ where ‘Thing’ is the parent class and ‘Person’ is a child of ‘Agent.’ Any instance that does not belong to or map to a specific

class is by default mapped with the class ‘Thing.’ The current ontology contains a total of 768 classes and 3000 different properties4. The

info-boxes are the most significant and valuable part of the Wikipedia articles for the extractions and DBpedia mappings. Info-boxes are

commonly used to describe structured information about an article's facts and figures in the form of a table. The relevant facts are enlisted

in the form of attributes and their values. The info-box for languages like Urdu and Arabic that begin on the left and end on the right is

located on the right side of the Wikipedia page, while the info-box for languages that start on the left is located on the left side of the article.

Lehmann et al. (2015).

Urdu Wikipedia5 is a tiny hub of knowledge containing a minimal count of articles of around 164,887, which is increasing with time. Still, the

Urdu-speaking community requires effort to add value to Urdu Wikipedia through authentic and updated information by following a uniform and

proper template structure. Most of the time, info-boxes are placed on the right-hand side of the Wikipedia article, but for Urdu and Arabic, they

are found on the left side, as shown in Figure 1.

In Urdu Wikipedia, the attributes in the info-box can be written in Urdu or English, but Urdu is preferred; attribute values should also be writ-

ten in Urdu, but a few are also found in English. One such example can be seen in Urdu6. In this article, our focus is to map Urdu info-box proper-

ties, attributes, and classes with English DBpedia Ontology. Moreover, we are unable to find any mapping directions in the literature for Urdu

info-box mapping. In this regard we have also published an article regarding the challenges and case of Urdu DBpedia Rasham et al. (2022) in

which we have highlighted the complexities in the creation of Urdu Dbpedia such as lack of consistent template structure, unorganised and

unstructured content in Urdu Wikipedia, missing attributes, and lack of Urdu dependencies in DBpedia extraction framework. Since the existing

solutions applied by other language editions could not work on Urdu due to limited and unavailable resources, we opted first to adopt the manual

mapping approach. Moreover, DBpedia also lacked significant support in mapping from Urdu Wikipedia. We have also presented a case for the

integration of the Urdu mappings with DBpedia. In this article, we covers the following research questions.

• How Urdu mapping of templates is done with English ontology classes?

• How the attributes and properties of Urdu Wikipedia Info-box are mapped with English?

• How Urdu labels are added in the definition of ontology classes?

• how many mappings are performed?

• What are the challenges faced by the research community in the mapping process?

The rest of the article is organised as, Section 2 summarised the related work. Section 3 explains the proposed methodology. In Section 4 we

have summarised the challenges and results. Finally, the conclusion and recommendations are discussed in Section 5.
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2 | RELATED WORK

The knowledge base of DBpedia grows as Wikipedia is updated and represents the current status of Wikipedia by extracting live Wikipedia changes.

The quality of information was improved by mapping Wikipedia's info-box templates to the DBpedia ontology. Editors were facilitated in integrating

their data with DBpedia by constructing RDF links from DBpedia to various additional data sources. DBpedia contains details of different fields but

not limited to personalities, celebrities, corporations, movies, music, pharmaceuticals, books, and scientific publications. The extraction framework

also performs live and dump-based information extraction from info-boxes. Various people define the same things differently or use different labels

for identical features, such as birthplace and placeofbirth. DBpedia addresses this situation by employing two separate extraction strategies in paral-

lel: general info-box extraction, which covers all info-boxes and their properties, and mapping-based info-box extraction, which ensures sound data

quality Bizer et al. (2009). DBpedia applications also provides community members with access to various open data sets and interfaces, including

Linked-Data, RDF Dumps, the SPARQL query language, and many others. Various web editors can use data sets provided by DBpedia to incorporate

information into their web pages Auer et al. (2008). This strategy also connects DBpedia to other databases, serving as a hub for the emerging open

data web. Moreover DBpedia connects with numerous databases and other project resources such as YAGO Tanon et al. (2020), Media-Wiki

Rogushina and Grishanova (2020), Freebase Färber et al. (2018), and SPARQL endpoint Bonifati et al. (2020) as it enhances the way that information

is presented and integrated with other semantic and link data technologies. Furthermore, data from DBpedia is being used in applications such as

Chatbots Følstad et al. (2020) which give a controlled interface for simulating and generating intelligent human discussions. Additionally, the commu-

nity can access Linked-Data, RDF dumps, SPARQL query protocol, and many other open data sets and interfaces through DBpedia applications Auer

et al. (2007). Many web editors can use DBpedia's data sets to add information into their websites. This strategy also links DBpedia to other data-

bases, enabling it to serve as a center for the developing Open Data Web. Other than DBpedia, various knowledge graphs like Wikidata, centrally

stores all structured data of Wiki-media applications, and the data is accessible by SPARQL queries. Wikidata is thus grouped with other basic knowl-

edge graphs like DBpedia, and their comparison made by Abián et al. (2017) clearly showed that Wikidata is more open and centralised, while

DBpedia is more established in the Web Of data and Linked Open Data groups and is based on Wikipedia's various multilingual editions.

DBpedia has made several multilingual data sets available, including data from several Wikipedia language versions. Using mappings from the

DBpedia network, the data retrieved from these Wikipedia instances is transformed into RDF. Nonetheless, not all mappings are accurate and uni-

formly consistent across all the DBpedia datasets. Because the incorrect mappings are scattered among many mappings, personally examining

each one to ensure accuracy is impractical. As a result, by assessing information from both entity data and ontological constraints, data analysis

F IGURE 1 Position of info-box in Urdu Wikipedia
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and interpretation-based technique for automatically detecting erroneous and improper mappings was proposed by Rico et al. (2018). A

prediction-based machine-learning approach was presented for detecting incorrect and false mappings. Various supervised classification methods

were tested for this task, and the proposed model attained a 93 percent accuracy. These results aid in the identification of incorrect mappings as

well as the building of a high-quality DBpedia mapping.

Spanish DBpedia recently adopted the approach of using the DBpedia data bus for its periodic updates, and automatic data extractions Sanz-

Lucio et al. (2021). The concept behind utilising the Databus is to retrieve the data so that it can develop metadata of the datasets and then pub-

lish it on the Databus, allowing the users to query, download, extract, and create applications on top of the data.

Moreover, DBpedia also supports different crowd-sourcing techniques to enrich its knowledge base and facilitate mappings from Wikipedia

in other linguistic editions with the ontology classes. One such method used by Aprosio et al. (2013) is to align the DBpedia classes across

Wikipedia languages by using categorization and classification. However, lack of focus on assigning new entities and knowledge to the categories,

this approach did not gather further information. Similarly, the integration of Urdu Wikipedia with DBpedia also needs efforts from Urdu speaking

community to enrich its knowledge graph. Our approach also aligns with this aim by adding attributes to classes. Under the umbrella of Natural

Language Processing (NLP), the instances and concepts from Wikipedia and DBpedia are mapped with the WordNet so that the synsets and

descriptions can be replaced with the link to Wikipedia articles and further can discover and explore machine-readable knowledge from resources

such as DBpedia McCrae (2018). In the same manner, Paulheim and Ponzetto (2013) used NLP methods to extend the coverage of DBpedia

instances and ontology through list pages of Wikipedia.

In one research over Chatbots, Kondylakis et al. (2020) introduced R2D2, a semantic web-based intelligent chatbot that provides a natural

language interface with intelligent control for using DBpedia to retrieve the data. The core engine of this chatbot responded to structured input

F IGURE 2 URI resource of mapping Urdu

F IGURE 3 The already mapped info-box mapping Ur
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that allowed users to ask inquiries using triple-patterns. As they type, an auto-complete service offers DBpedia resources to help users create the

triple patterns. User input in the form of triple-pattern queries was automatically used to generate the relevant SPARQL queries. R2D2 received

the results from the respective DBpedia SPARQL endpoint, augmented them with maps and other graphics, and then displayed them to the user.

A similar interactive chatbot that can converse with people in real time and respond to challenging queries using a basic graphical user interface

can be implemented in Urdu. Users can explore the available data in real-time by asking queries to the chatbot in Urdu. The user's request will be

automatically translated to a SPARQL query and then sent to the DBpedia SPARQL endpoint for an Urdu response.

As social media and micro-blogging networks have grown, a significant number of brief textual collection of documents are produced every

day; this necessitates the adoption of efficient organised and classification techniques. Flisar and Podgorelec (2020) suggested a novel method in

which short text documents were used to locate relevant concepts using the DBpedia Spotlight framework. and then added the information from

the DBpedia ontology to the text to reduce its sparsity. According to the findings, the suggested text enrichment method greatly enhanced the

categorization of short texts and was resilient to a variety of input sources, domains, and training data sizes.

Despite the existence of various medical standard vocabularies, it is still difficult to accurately identify the concepts contained in electronic

medical records. The coverage and abstraction of these texts' annotations may have varied due to the annotation methodology and knowledge

graphs used, leading to noticeably differing outcomes in the annotations that were automatically processed. Gazzotti et al. (2020) suggested a

semi-supervised approach based on DBpedia for extracting medical topics from electronic medical records (EMRs),7 and assessing the effect of

including these topics in the parameters used to describe EMRs in the task of hospitalisation prediction.

A lot of work has to be done to establish a complete chapter of Urdu DBpedia. Earlier, there was nothing done in Urdu DBpedia since the

essential resources required to perform the automatic mapping techniques and extraction were not available for Urdu. So, we started from the ini-

tial step and laid the foundation of mapping by adopting a manual mapping approach. We have also enlisted all the challenges related to mapping

for infoboxes and related attributes.

3 | PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

DBpedia maps the data from the info-boxes with its Ontology classes. In the case of Urdu Wikipedia, in some info-boxes, the attributes are miss-

ing or vary as compared to English Wikipedia info-box, different template structure and there exist such articles which are directly translated from

English to Urdu through a translator which may not guarantee the authentication of data as mentioned in.8 Also, there are so many articles with

F IGURE 4 Mapping template and properties format of person to ontology class
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no info-box, such as the Wikipedia article of Harappa Museum9 of Archaeology has no info-box. Being low on article count, Urdu Wikipedia still

requires a lot of community support to increase the number of articles with proper template structure and referencing. As there are such redirect

links that point to non-existing articles. For example: from the list of Museums in Pakistan, the Wikipedia articles pages, 18 out of 31 redirects

links to the Urdu Wikipedia articles of the mentioned museums do not exist10 Similarly, 09 out of 40 links point to the pages that have not shown

any English Wikipedia articles11 We have also found museum names both in English and Urdu without having any Wikipedia pages for them. This

is an example of one such inconsistency. Urdu Wikipedia article count can be increased by the collaborative effort of Urdu community and Lan-

guage based research centres for Urdu. The mappings from Urdu to English DBpedia ontology needed to be created from scratch. The mapping

statistics for Urdu are also not available to date, which makes us unable to track the current ratio of mapped and un-mapped templates, properties

and classes.12 As far as linking of Urdu Wikipedia with DBpedia is concerned. This research is the first attempt in creating the mappings of Urdu

with English DBpedia ontology classes. The mappings are created manually due to the discussed issues of Urdu Wikipedia. The steps of the pro-

posed mapping is as under:

F IGURE 5 Adding labels in the ontology class definition-I

6 of 11 RASHAM ET AL.
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• Mapping of properties and templates with English ontology classes.

• Mapping of labels with ontology classes.

In order to generate mappings of Urdu with DBpedia, we acquired authorization from DBpedia officials and then continued with our method-

ology explained further. First, it is needed to check whether the info-box template is already mapped or not. To validate an info-box template's

mapping, we need the info-box name concatenated with the mapping of the Urdu chapter's URI in the mapping ur web page13. Such an example

for ‘Person’ class in Urdu can be seen in Figure 2.

If the mapping to the class of ontology already exists then we do not need to re-map as the template will be displayed that shows the map-

ping to the class within the ontology as well as the mapping of different properties, as shown in mapping13 in Figure 3. If the Wikipedia info-box

is not mapped already, we create the mappings page in DBpedia by mapping the info-box template with its property attributes to the appropriate

ontology class characteristics, as shown in Figure 4. The info-box of a person in Urdu is mapped to the DBpedia Ontology class ‘Person’ at
‘mapToClass,’ whereas in the later part, the attributes of the info-box are mapped with the properties of the Ontology class of DBpedia such as

name, birth date, occupation, and so on.

Moreover, in the definition of ontology classes and their sub-classes, the Urdu labels are also added alongside other established DBpedia

chapters14 as shown in Figure 5. It can be seen in the syntax shown in Figure 6 that we have edited the class definition of ontology and added its

Urdu label of the respective ‘Person’ class with other linguistic labels like in Arabic, English, French, and many more.

This process of mapping will be continued until all the existing infoboxes are mapped. Further, it will lead to mappings of ontology classes,

properties, and datatypes of Urdu with English DBpedia. The Figure 7 reflects the imagery view of the mapping process discussed above and

shows in detail the complete step-by-step process of how we have achieved the mapping the data from infoboxes with DBpedia ontology classes.

These mappings and labels will play a meaning-full role for other Dbpedia frameworks and semantics. Furthermore, these mapping guidelines

would be the road-map for future extensions and they would be automated as framework for mapping once we have a structured and an appro-

priate number of articles in Urdu Wikipedia for every domain. After which SPARQL query language framework will be applied to generate

responses to the end user.

We have also added Urdu labels in the ontology class definition. Examples are presented in Figure 9.

F IGURE 6 Adding labels in the ontology class definition-II

RASHAM ET AL. 7 of 11
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4 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have mapped around 1000 info-box templates to their corresponding classes and sub-classes of DBpedia ontology. The mapping example is

shown in Figure 8.

These mappings can be viewed at15. Moreover, have summarised the following challenges while mapping classes and properties. There is no

standardised template structure in the Urdu Wikipedia. This makes it challenging to automatically extract and map info-box features to ontology

classes. Moreover, Urdu Wikipedia is neither as well-organised nor as well-resourced with material as English Wikipedia, particularly the info-

boxes, which are considerably different in both languages and often use distinct templates. The Urdu Wikipedia has a lot of unstructured informa-

tion. To initiate mapping, the info-box table values must first be extracted via Wikipedia dumps or live extraction. Due to changes in template

structure, missing attributes, and different and insufficient information in Urdu Wikipedia info-boxes compared to its English equivalent of info-

boxes, the extraction framework is unable to correctly extract and map properties with ontology classes. In presence of these infrastructure

issues, automated mapping is not possible. Because the DBpedia framework for extraction is typically used for mapping in other language

F IGURE 8 The info-box template and property mappings of Urdu with English

F IGURE 7 Process of mapping Urdu with DBpedia ontology
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chapters of DBpedia, some languages' dependencies are included in extraction files for the extraction framework, while dependencies for Urdu

are not available. Urdu does not have as many resources as other languages such as English, Greek, German, and so forth. In the presence of all

these challenges, we are able to map few info-box templates and their attributes in Urdu Wikipedia to DBpedia ontology.

5 | CONCLUSIONS

The mapping of info-boxes and their related attributes in Urdu DBpedia is one of its unique efforts. We have mapped around a thousand proper-

ties and attributes of Urdu with English DBpedia ontology. Our contribution leads the first step in the internationalisation of DBpedia for Urdu.

This mapping plays a vital role in the evolution of DBpedia editions and integrating the structured data from an unstructured and raw form in

Urdu. To further support the DBpedia internationalisation project, additional work is still needed to expand the mapping coverage and automate

the process.
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